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IntroductionsIntroductions
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Overview of TrainingOverview of Training

 Explain how the building code provisions satisfy the NFIP 
requirements for buildings
 Look briefly at coordinating building codes and local 

floodplain management ordinances 
 Review the flood provisions of the 2012 International 

Codes® (with notes about 2015 amendments)
 And along the way, highlight some distinctions between 

the I-Codes® and National Flood Insurance Program 
(NFIP) floodplain management
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NYS:  Current code based on 2006 I-Codes with accumulated State 
amendments.  DCEA code development process underway to move to 

2015 I-Codes with State amendments.

NYS State Building CodeNYS State Building Code
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NYS:  Current code based on 2006 I-Codes 
with accumulated State amendments.  

DCEA code development process underway 
to move to 2015 I-Codes with State 

amendments.
Presentation based on 2012 I-Codes with 

notes on NYS and 2015 I-Codes.
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UNIT 1: 
National Flood Insurance 

Program; Flood Loads
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NFIP:  Brief HistoryNFIP:  Brief History

 Authorized in 1968 because of rising federal disaster relief 
– and recognition of the need to break the damage-rebuild-
damage-again cycle

 Quid pro quo:  in return for federal flood insurance and 
some forms of disaster relief, communities agree to 
recognize flood hazards and regulate development

 Today, more than 22,000 communities participate and 
have “stand-alone” flood regulations – more than $1.7 
billion damage avoided each year

 With codes – now what?  Need to ‘coordinate.”  
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Why Is FEMA Involved in Model 
Building Codes?
Why Is FEMA Involved in Model 
Building Codes?
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 Cornerstone of effective mitigation
 Return on investment
 Technology transfer
 Building code adoption tracking
 Promote adoption and enforcement of current disaster-

resistant codes

Federal Disaster AssistanceFederal Disaster Assistance

Sec. 323. Minimum Standards for Public and Private Structures (42 
U.S.C. 5165a)

(a) In General - As a condition of receipt of a disaster loan or grant under this 
Act -

(1) the recipient shall carry out any repair or construction to be financed 
with the loan or grant in accordance with applicable standards of safety, 
decency, and sanitation and in conformity with applicable codes, 
specifications, and standards; and

(2) the President may require safe land use and construction practices, 
after adequate consultation with appropriate State and local 
government officials.

(b) Evidence of Compliance - A recipient of a disaster loan or grant under 
this Act shall provide such evidence of compliance with this section as the 
President may require by regulation.

8
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Satisfying NFIP Requirements Satisfying NFIP Requirements 

 To participate in the NFIP, communities must have 
enforceable floodplain management regulations that are 
consistent with the Part 60 requirements for land management 
and use.
 The NFIP definition of “floodplain management regulations” is 

broad:
Flood plain management regulations means zoning ordinances, 
subdivision regulations, building codes, health regulations, special 
purpose ordinances (such as a flood plain ordinance, grading 
ordinance and erosion control ordinance) and other applications of 
police power. The term describes such state or local regulations, in 
any combination thereof, which provide standards for the purpose of 
flood damage prevention and reduction.
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Codes:  Considerations & AdvantagesCodes:  Considerations & Advantages

 What are the advantages of using the flood provisions 
of the codes to meet the NFIP requirements for 
buildings and structures?  

 What are some considerations to take into account 
when administering flood provisions for buildings 
through the building codes?
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AdvantagesAdvantages

 Building permits are issued for all buildings and 
structures – not just in flood hazard areas

 All hazard-related requirements for buildings and 
structure are in one place – all loads considered

 Minimize conflicts between multiple rules

 Strengthened enforcement; routine, multiple 
inspections

 Improved treatment of existing buildings

 Damage inspections
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ConsiderationsConsiderations

 Codes only apply to buildings and structures – NFIP 
requires communities to regulate “development”

 Planning and zoning are valuable tools to “guide 
development” in ways that codes do not

 More difficult for communities to modify (e.g., 
freeboard or limit the size of enclosures)

 Codes exempt certain activities from requirement to 
get a permit (sheds, fences, etc.)

12
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Highlighting Some DistinctionsHighlighting Some Distinctions

NYS exceptions:  
 Agricultural buildings (described)
 Construction trailers used for temporary offices
 Radio and television transmission towers and wind 

towers not attached to buildings. 
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NFIP requires communities to regulate all “development.”

 Site reasonably safe from flooding
 Designed to prevent flotation, collapse, lateral  

movement during flooding
 Constructed to minimize flood damage
 HVAC/electric/plumbing equipment 

designed or located to prevent water
entry
 Flood-resistant materials

NFIP Purpose:  §60.3(a)(3)NFIP Purpose:  §60.3(a)(3)
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Purpose:  IBC 101.3 and IRC 101.3 Purpose:  IBC 101.3 and IRC 101.3 

. . . to establish minimum 
requirements to safeguard the 
public safety, health and general 
welfare, through  structural 
strength, means of egress 
facilities, stability, sanitation, light 
and ventilation, energy 
conservation and safety to life 
and property from fire and other 
hazards attributed to the built 
environment.
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Building Codes and NFIPBuilding Codes and NFIP

Flood 
Resistant 

Buildings and 
Development

NFIP Regulations (44 CFR Parts 59 & 60)

ASCE 7

ASCE 24
Building CodeLocal Floodplain 

Management 
Regulations* 

or 

IBC Appendix G*

* NFIP-consistent administrative provisions, community-specific adoption 
of FIS and maps, and technical requirements for development outside the 
scope of the building code (and higher standards, in some communities).   

NYS DOES NOT USE APPENDIX G
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“The 2015, 2012 and 2009 I-Code flood 
provisions meet or exceed the 

National Flood Insurance Program 
requirements for buildings and 

structures.”  
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 Consistency statement assumes no amendments that 
weaken the flood provisions of the code – need to 
answer these and other questions:

• Did the State/community amend flood provisions? 
• Did the State/community adopt or make available 

Appendix G?
• Does the State allow local amendments?

 Note!  Flood requirements in another State/community 
statute or regulation may or may not be reflected in the 
State/community building code
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State/Local Code AmendmentsState/Local Code Amendments

Consistency ≠ “exactly the same”Consistency ≠ “exactly the same”

 Comparison brochure
 Review the code excerpts 

and compare to NFIP 
minimums 
 FEMA checklist comparing 

I-Code provisions to the 
NFIP regulations 
demonstrates consistency
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 Describes approaches for 
coordinating I-Codes and floodplain 
regulations
 Explains differences between the 

NFIP regulations and I-Code flood 
provisions (and ASCE 24)
 Poses questions that will help 

guide modifying floodplain 
regulations to coordinate with the 
codes
 Illustrates how to modify the codes 

to incorporate higher standards
 Introduces model code-coordinated 

ordinances (available online)
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Coordinating the I-Codes and NFIPCoordinating the I-Codes and NFIP

For assistance, contact NFIP State 
Coordinating Agency:  www.floods.org
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Community ApproachesCommunity Approaches

 Building codes – rely on I-Codes, with Appendix G 
(without complete separate floodplain management 
ordinance)
 Comprehensive – variety of planning, zoning, building 

codes, and other regulatory tools
 “Stand-alone” floodplain management regulations and 

building codes
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Building Codes ApproachBuilding Codes Approach

 Must have both IBC and IRC, with flood provisions 
intact
 Must adopt Appendix G (administrative and 

development other than buildings)
 Must capture existing buildings 
 Must retain administrative provisions (flood)
 Must capture buildings exempt from the code
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Comprehensive ApproachComprehensive Approach

 Building codes and
planning & zoning tools
 Guide development to less 

hazardous locations
 Use planning and zoning 

tools and subdivision 
regulations for decisions 
about what to build and 
where to build it
 Setbacks, buffers, lot size, 

density, limits on fill
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Comprehensive ApproachComprehensive Approach

 Use a companion ordinance for administrative 
provisions:

• Adoption of effective maps (and map revisions)
• Floodway encroachment analyses
• SI/SD determinations
• Variances

 Use a companion ordinance for development activities 
that aren’t regulated by the building code

 Use the building code for design and construction of 
buildings and structures

24
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 If the community has a stand-alone FPM ordinance 
and also enforces the I-Codes:

• Understand which office is responsible for each 
requirement

• Go through coordination process to identify 
differences and gaps

• Decide how best to resolve those differences and fill 
the gaps (change code, change ordinance, rely on 
case-by-case application of “more restrictive 
prevails”)

Some states specify that ONLY the building code 
governs the design and construction of buildings.
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“Stand-Alone” Ordinances and Codes“Stand-Alone” Ordinances and Codes Introduction to Model CodesIntroduction to Model Codes

 Model codes and standards are 
“consensus” and are developed to 
establish minimum design and 
construction requirements
 Buildings and structures are to resist 

anticipated forces that may lead to 
structural failure: dead loads, live loads, 
roof loads, flood loads, snow load, wind 
loads, and seismic loads

“Code-
compliant” 

doesn’t mean a 
building won’t 

ever sustain any 
damage – “the 

codes are 
minimums”

Two model building codes – the I-Codes (IBC, IRC, IMC, 
IPC, IFGC, IEBC, IPSDC, ISPSC, IgCC, ICC 

Performance Code) and the NFPA 5000 
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Prescriptive CodePrescriptive Code

A prescriptive code provides solutions that achieve a 
certain outcome –
 The more prescriptive the code, the more engineering is 

behind the requirements – and the less individual design 
is required
 Follow the IRC . . . most of the time you can build a code-

compliant building without hiring an architect or engineer 
 However, a design professional is required for 

locations/sites or houses that don’t fit within the limitations 
of the prescriptive code (e.g., in V Zones)
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Performance CodePerformance Code

A performance code is focused on the outcomes –
 Identifies and quantifies the level of performance and 

leaves it to the designer and engineer to decide how to 
achieve that performance
 Creates a framework that both clearly defines the intent 

of the code and provides a process to understand 
quantitatively what the code is trying to achieve
 International Building Code
 ICC Performance Code
 NFPA 5000 Building Construction and Safety Code

28
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The NFIPThe NFIP

 Performance or prescriptive?

29

The NFIPThe NFIP

 Performance statement:  60.3(a)(3)(i) calls for new 
construction and substantial improvements to 

“be designed (or modified) and adequately anchored 
to prevent flotation, collapse, or lateral movement of 
the structure resulting from hydrodynamic and 
hydrostatic loads, including the effects of buoyancy”

 Performance or prescriptive?

30

The NFIPThe NFIP

 Sometimes the NFIP is 
perceived to be 
prescriptive – focus on 
“how high”
 Need to remember 

performance – and 
resistance to flood loads
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What makes a successful building?What makes a successful building?

AFTER DESIGN FLOOD EVENT:

 Foundation intact and functional

 Envelope structurally sound and capable of minimizing 
penetration by wind, rain, and debris

 Lowest floor elevated enough to prevent floodwaters from 
entering during the design event

 The utility connections intact or restored easily

 Building accessible and usable following a design event

 Damaged enclosures below the DFE don’t result in damage
to rest of the building

In short… something to come home to!

32
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Good Design Makes a DifferenceGood Design Makes a Difference

Well-elevated and 
embedded pile 

foundation 

original ground level

Hurricane Katrina, Dauphin Island, AL

33

We’ll see how the I-Codes do it. . . We’ll see how the I-Codes do it. . . 

Equipment and utilities

Resist flood loads

Elevation of building 

Enclosures below elevated buildings

Flood damage-resistant materials

Adequate Foundation (type and stability)
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Compliance:  Resist Flood LoadsCompliance:  Resist Flood Loads

 Flood loads are functions of flood conditions: 
• Hydrostatic loads  (depth of water)
• Hydrodynamic loads (velocity)
• Wave loads (breaking wave height)
• Impact loads (from debris and ice) 
• Scour and erosion (soils)

• Duration (doesn’t change loads, but can affect 
resistance)

35

Resistance:  Hydrostatic LoadResistance:  Hydrostatic Load

36
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Resistance:  Hydrodynamic LoadsResistance:  Hydrodynamic Loads

The challenge is finding or 
estimating velocity (loads are a 

function of the square of 
velocity).
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Resistance:  Hydrodynamic LoadsResistance:  Hydrodynamic Loads
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From:  Guidance 
For Flood Risk 
Analysis and 

Mapping: Flood 
Depth and Analysis 

Grids (FEMA, 
May 2014).

Resistance:  Wave / Debris ImpactResistance:  Wave / Debris Impact
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Wave height can vary from site 
to site and must be estimated at 

each location.

Resistance:  Erosion and ScourResistance:  Erosion and Scour

40
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 Consult maps for flood hazard area delineation, flood 
zone, floodway, base flood elevation
 Consult Flood Insurance Studies
 RiskMAP non-regulatory 

products and datasets
 FEMA “Recommended 

Procedures for Flood Velocity 
Data Development” (2012)
 Scour – erodible soils, geotechnical, local experience
 Duration – water resource professional, local 

experience

Flood Conditions – Location-SpecificFlood Conditions – Location-Specific
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CodeMaster:  A ResourceCodeMaster:  A Resource

 12-step 
procedure for 
determining 
loads for design
 Based on IBC, 

IRC, ASCE 7 and 
ASCE 24
 Includes an 

example

Available from iccsafe.org/store 
(search “CodeMaster”)
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Resistance:  Load PathResistance:  Load Path

A critical part of 
performance

43 44
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45

Performance – connected to resist loads? Performance – connected to resist loads? 

Movement of masonry column at pile cap joint

46

Performance – connected to resist loads? Performance – connected to resist loads? 

47

Performance – connected to resist loads? Performance – connected to resist loads? 

Usually we see this photograph to illustrate the effects of a local scour 
that undermines the foundation.  However, also note the lack of 
connections – inadequate load path.  Water has floated or pushed the 
building off of its foundation.

48
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49

 NFIP distinguishes between “residential” and 
“nonresidential” – but does not define those terms
 I-Codes determine which code applies

• IRC:  1- and 2-family dwellings and townhomes
• IBC:  All other buildings, including some “residential” 

(Group R, Group I)

• ASCE 24* defines residential and nonresidential – and 
distinguishes nonresidential portions of mixed use 
buildings

*Standard referenced by the I-Codes:  ASCE 24:  
Flood Resistant Design and Construction

50

Which Code for Which Buildings?Which Code for Which Buildings?

IBC Chapter 3  Use and OccupancyIBC Chapter 3  Use and Occupancy

 IBC requires each building 
to be classified
 Residential Group R . . . for 

sleeping purposes when not 
classified as an Institutional 
Group I or when not 
regulated by the IRC
 Portions of mixed use 

buildings can have different 
classifications

51

We’ll look at:
 Definitions
 Chapter 1 Administration
 Flood provisions in several chapters in each code
 Existing buildings (IEBC or IBC Chapter 34)
 Other I-Codes
 FEMA resources

• Reminder:  Always check to see if the State or community 
modified the flood provisions of the I-Codes or if there is a 
“higher standard” in a different regulation. 

52

Reviewing the Flood ProvisionsReviewing the Flood Provisions

Now, let’s look at definitions.
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UNIT 2: 
I-Code Definitions

53

Terms & DefinitionsTerms & Definitions

 IBC Sec. 202* and Sec. 1612.2*
 IEBC Sec. 202
IRC “defines” flood terms where used in Sec. R322

NYS adds several flood terms to Residential Code
 NFIP:  44 CFR 59.1 (has all terms used by the NFIP, 

including those used for floodplain management, 
flood insurance, and flood hazard mapping)

* Starting with 2012 IBC, all definitions are moved to 
Section 202.
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Definitions – ComparisonDefinitions – Comparison

 FEMA P-758, Table 3-1 compares NFIP definitions and 
terms to I-Code definitions (UCC modifies some)

55

Definitions – ComparisonDefinitions – Comparison

 FEMA P-758, Table 3-1 compares NFIP definitions and 
terms to I-Code definitions (UCC modifies some)

56
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Code Definitions (hazard)Code Definitions (hazard)

57

Code Definitions (hazard)Code Definitions (hazard)
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Code Definitions (hazard)Code Definitions (hazard)

IRC:  Flood hazard areas established in Table R301.2(1) and R322.1.

59

If a community adopts the FIRM, then the Flood 
Hazard Area is the same as the Special Flood 

Hazard Area (SFHA) shown on the FIRM.

Code Definitions (hazard)Code Definitions (hazard)

60
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Code Definitions (hazard)Code Definitions (hazard)

61

Code Definitions (hazard)Code Definitions (hazard)

IRC:  Coastal high hazard areas are described where used in R322.3.

62

 Changed to 
“Coastal High 
Hazard Area” in 
2015 IBC, 
same as used 
in ASCE 24 
and IRC

Code DefinitionsCode Definitions

“100-year flood” is common term – but misleading 
because it doesn’t convey probability.

63 64

Recurrence Interval & ProbabilityRecurrence Interval & Probability
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Code DefinitionsCode Definitions

IRC: DFE is defined where used in R322.1.4.

65

 Reasons a community might 
have a different map so DFE 
≠ BFE include local decision 
to use a different map to 
show ultimate development 
runoff (future conditions), 
storm of record, 0.2% annual                                                  
chance (500-year) flood

Highlighting Some DistinctionsHighlighting Some Distinctions

BFE / DFE
 IBC, ASCE 7 and ASCE 24 define BFE and DFE
 In most communities DFE = BFE

66

NYS: 
• Current Residential code 

defines DFE = BFE + 2 ft
freeboard

• Next edition, Building and
Residential codes define 
DFE = BFE + 2 ft

Code Definitions Code Definitions 

67

Highlighting Some DistinctionsHighlighting Some Distinctions

Basement definitions 
 NFIP:  “Basement means any 

area of the building having its 
floor subgrade (below ground 
level) on all sides”
 When talking about flood 

requirements with code 
officials and designers, 
always qualify “basements 
that are below grade on all 
sides”

68
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Code Definitions (design)Code Definitions (design)

IRC:  Lowest Floor is defined where used in R322.1.5.

69

Other Terms:  DistinctionsOther Terms:  Distinctions

Livable and Habitable
 Common terms used by code officials and others
 “Livable” not defined in the code
 “Habitable space” is defined:  “A space in a building for 

living, sleeping, eating or cooking.  Bathrooms, toilet 
rooms, closets, halls, storage, or utility spaces and 
similar areas are not considered habitable spaces.”
 Watch for use of these terms – obviously, the NFIP 

rules do not permit all “habitable” spaces to be located 
below the BFE.

70

Code Definitions (design)Code Definitions (design)

IRC:  Flood-resistant materials are 
defined where used in R322.1.8.

71

Code Definitions (design)Code Definitions (design)

72
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Code Definitions (design)Code Definitions (design)

For other than flood:  An existing building/structure 
that was erected prior to the date of adoption of the 
appropriate code, or one for which a legal building 

permit has been issued.

73

Highlighting Some DistinctionsHighlighting Some Distinctions

Existing building/structure
 I-Codes – basically, every building becomes an 

“existing building” as soon as the Certificate of 
Occupancy is issued.
 NFIP – considers buildings constructed before the 

community adopted its first floodplain management 
regulation to be “existing.”
 NFIP – uses “new construction” to refer to all buildings 

constructed after the date of first regulatins
• This means some “new” buildings are 30-40 years old!
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Why does it matter?Why does it matter?

Existing building/structure
 NFIP requires any work on “new construction” will be 

performed in a manner that does not alter any element 
of that building that was required for compliance with 
the floodplain management requirements in effect at 
the time it was built.  
 I-Codes have same concept.
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Avoid Mixing TerminologyAvoid Mixing Terminology

Pre-FIRM and Post-FIRM
 NFIP insurance terms that are tied to a community’s 

initial FIRM and are used for determining flood insurance 
rates. 
 Common—but misleading—to use these terms to 

distinguish between new construction and buildings that 
pre-date when a community adopted its first floodplain 
management requirements. 
 Using these terms for regulatory purposes can lead to 

incorrect interpretations, especially after FEMA revises 
FIRMs and changes zones or BFEs.

76
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Code Definitions (design)Code Definitions (design)

77

Code Definitions (design)Code Definitions (design)

78

We’ll cover in detail later.

IEBC Definitions (design)IEBC Definitions (design)

79

IEBC definitions

Highlighting Some DistinctionsHighlighting Some Distinctions

Additions to Existing Buildings
 I-Codes generally:

• Treat additions as new construction 
• Additions shall not cause the existing building to be in 

violation of the code
• Portions of a building not affected are not required to  

comply

 However, in SFHAs, we have the substantial 
improvement test to determine elevation of additions 
and compliance of base buildings . . . more later.

80
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Other Terms:  Some DistinctionsOther Terms:  Some Distinctions

Registered Design Professional (RDP)
 I-Codes:  “An individual who is registered or licensed 

to practice their respective design profession as 
defined by the statutory requirements of the 
professional registration laws of the state or jurisdiction 
in which the project is to be constructed.”

 We’ll see RDP used for elevation certification and 
design certifications – does not mean surveyors can 
seal designs, nor does it mean designers can seal 
elevation surveys:  State laws prevail.
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Other Terms:  Some DistinctionsOther Terms:  Some Distinctions

Crawlspace and Under-
floor Space
 I-Codes use, but don’t define, 

either term
 Used interchangeably
 For ventilation, IRC 408.1 

describes under-floor space as 
“the space between the bottom 
of the floor joists and the earth”

82

Other Terms:  Some DistinctionsOther Terms:  Some Distinctions

Critical / Essential Facilities
 IBC does not use or define “Critical Facilities” – importance of 

function to the community is emphasized

 IBC, in Chapter 16 Structural Design:  “ESSENTIAL 
FACILITIES. Buildings and other structures that are intended 
to remain operational in the event of extreme environmental 
loading from flood, wind, snow or earthquakes.”

 ASCE 7 and ASCE 24 requirements based on assigned 
Occupancy / Risk Category.  Category III and IV are generally 
considered “critical / essential.”

83

Other Terms:  Some DistinctionsOther Terms:  Some Distinctions

Critical / Essential Facilities
 Not defined in NFIP regulations
 Stafford Act that governs federal disasters defines “critical services” 

and FEMA Public Assistance defines “essential community 
services”

84

Now, let’s look at administrative provisions
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UNIT 3: 
Chapter 1 Administration

 NYS promulgates regulations for administration and 
enforcement (19 NYCRR Part 1203)

86

For NFIP consistency, must retain I-Code administrative provisions for 
flood or capture in local floodplain management regulations.

Chapter 1 Scope and AdministrationChapter 1 Scope and Administration

 All I-Codes have Administration and Enforcement
 We’ll look at IBC, IEBC and IRC

 Sections pertinent to floodplain management
• Duties and powers of the building official 
• Permits
• Submittal documents
• Inspections

Chapter 1 Scope and AdministrationChapter 1 Scope and Administration

87

IBC & IEBC:  Authority to Grant ModsIBC & IEBC:  Authority to Grant Mods

Many States do not allow code officials to grant modifications.

88
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IBC & IEBC:  Flood Hazard AreasIBC & IEBC:  Flood Hazard Areas

89

IRC:  Authority to Grant ModsIRC:  Authority to Grant Mods

90

2012 IRC Differs from the IBC by referring to the Board of Appeals.  
2015 IRC is modified to be consistent with the IBC.

Variances (2012 and Earlier IRC)Variances (2012 and Earlier IRC)

Sec. R112 Board of Appeals

91

2015 IRC removes this section and specifies provisions for variance in 
Sec. R104.10.1 (Modifications).

Variances to Lowest Floor ElevationVariances to Lowest Floor Elevation

92
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Application, Documents, PlansApplication, Documents, Plans

 Need adequate information in the application, documents 
and plans to:

• Determine if the site is in a flood hazard area
• Identify flood zone, floodway, BFE/DFE
• Determine BFE/DFE if not available
• Determine impacts (floodway)
• Document designs

93

IRC:  SI / SD FindingsIRC:  SI / SD Findings

Sec. R105.3 Application for permit

IBC and IEBC rely on the Building Official to determine if work on existing 
buildings meets the definitions of SI and SD.

2015 IRC modified to specify SI/SD determination by the building official.

94

SI/SD (2012 and Earlier IRC)SI/SD (2012 and Earlier IRC)

Sec. R112 Board of Appeals

95

 2012 IRC:  SI/SD are “defined” here.

2015 IRC removes this section and specifies SI/SD determinations by the 
building official in Sec. R105.3.1.1.

SI/SD (2012 and Earlier IRC)SI/SD (2012 and Earlier IRC)

Sec. R112 Board of Appeals

96

 2012 IRC:  Historic structure  is “defined” here.
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Sec. 107 Submittal Documents 

IBC:  Submittal DocumentsIBC:  Submittal Documents

97

IRC:  Construction DocumentsIRC:  Construction Documents

Requires the information necessary to determine which code 
requirements apply.   #4 is for flood zones without BFEs.

Sec. R106 Construction documents

98

Floodway Data Table (mean velocity)Floodway Data Table (mean velocity)

99

Coastal Transect Map (stillwater depth)Coastal Transect Map (stillwater depth)

100
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IBC & IEBC:  InspectionsIBC & IEBC:  Inspections

IBC Sec. 110 Inspections

101

IEBC Sec. 109 Inspections

IRC:  InspectionsIRC:  Inspections

102

Highlighting Some DistinctionsHighlighting Some Distinctions

Inspections 
 NFIP does not specify inspections (FEMA 480 

suggests several inspections during construction)
 I-Codes call for “lowest floor” or “floodplain” inspection” 

at a time that allows correction prior to further vertical 
construction
 I-Codes call for elevation documentation before final 

inspection
 IRC calls for “as-built” (Sec. R322.1.10)

103

Now, let’s look at the IRC

UNIT 4: 
International Residential 

Code
(Technical Provisions)

104
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 Applies to one- and two-family dwellings 
and townhomes not more than 3 stories 
high with separate entrances (and 
accessory structures)

105

International Residential CodeInternational Residential Code

The IBC governs other buildings with residential 
occupancies, such as apartment buildings, condominiums, 

and some healthcare occupancies. 

106

IRC:  Flood Provisions (technical)IRC:  Flood Provisions (technical)

 IRC is a prescriptive code, which means most 
dwellings can be built without an RDP.
 Most technical provisions are in Section R322 Flood 

Resistant Construction.  [R324 in current NYS]
 Some provisions in chapters for mechanical, 

plumbing, fuel gas.

 Now we’ll step through all flood provisions.

IRC:  Design and LoadsIRC:  Design and Loads

Sec. R301 Design Criteria

107

IRC:  Flood MapsIRC:  Flood Maps

NYS:  Communities adopt flood studies and maps by separate
ordinance and “auto-adopt” is not permitted, despite the phrase “as 

amended” in this footnote.

108
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IRC:  General Requirement in FHAIRC:  General Requirement in FHA

2015 IRC clarifies by adding (1) substantial improvement and 
substantial damage, and (2) more than one flood hazard area complies 

with more restrictive.
“More than one flood hazard area” means straddling A/V Zone, A/X 

Zone, Floodway/Fringe, or multiple BFEs.

109

More than One ZoneMore than One Zone

Zone V Zone A

Zone X

110

More than One ZoneMore than One Zone

Zone V Zone A

Partly in Zone V?  
Whole must 
comply with 

Zone V.

Zone X

111

More than One ZoneMore than One Zone

Zone V Zone A

Zone X

Partly in 
Zone X? 

Whole must 
comply with 

Zone A.

112
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More than One BFEMore than One BFE

113

IRC:  General Requirement in FHAIRC:  General Requirement in FHA

2015 IRC permits use of ASCE 24 in all flood zones.
ASCE 24:  Flood Resistant Design and Construction

114

IRC:  GaragesIRC:  Garages

Elevated on fillBelow DFE

115

IRC:  Flood Resistance & LoadsIRC:  Flood Resistance & Loads

Sa
m

e 
as

 R
30

1.
2.

4

116

R322.1 – all flood hazard areas
R322.2 – Zone A
R322.3 – Zone V (2015:  and CAZ)
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IRC:  Flood Resistance & LoadsIRC:  Flood Resistance & Loads

117

Loads

IRC:  Design Flood ElevationIRC:  Design Flood Elevation

118

NYS specific amendment:
R324.1.3 Establishing the design flood elevation. The design flood 
elevation shall be used to define areas prone to flooding, and shall describe, 
at a minimum, the base flood elevation at the depth of peak elevation of 
flooding (including wave height) which has a 1 percent (100-year flood) or 
greater chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year.

R324.1.3.1 Acceptance of alternative methods establishing the design 
flood elevation. In areas prone to flooding as identified in Table R301.2(1) 
where a base flood elevation has not been determined, the code 
enforcement official may accept the use of other sources to establish the 
design flood elevation, including, but not limited to, New York State, the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, the Natural Resources Conservation Service or 
another authoritative source, such as historical

IRC:  Design Flood ElevationIRC:  Design Flood Elevation

119

NYS specific amendment:
R324.1.3.2  Lack of design flood elevation. In areas prone to flooding as 
identified in Table R301.2(1) where it is not possible to obtain a design flood 
elevation from the FIRM or from any method established above, the design 
flood elevation shall be three feet above the highest adjacent grade. Highest 
adjacent grade is the highest natural ground elevation within the perimeter of 
the proposed building prior to construction.

R324.1.3.3 Freeboard. A freeboard of two feet shall be added where the 
design flood elevation or other elevation requirements are specified. 
Exception: A freeboard shall not be required where it is not possible to 
obtain a design flood elevation from the FIRM or from any method 
established above and the design flood elevation is three feet above the 
highest adjacent grade.

IRC:  Determinations (DFE; impacts)IRC:  Determinations (DFE; impacts)

120
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IRC:  Lowest FloorIRC:  Lowest Floor

121

IRC:  Mechanical, Plumbing, ElectricalIRC:  Mechanical, Plumbing, Electrical

122

Note: same 
elevation as 
lowest floor, 
thus freeboard 
applies

IRC:  Mechanical, Plumbing, ElectricalIRC:  Mechanical, Plumbing, Electrical

R322.1.6 Protection of mechanical and electrical systems. (continued)

123

Utilities and Equipment Utilities and Equipment 

 Compliant houses, non-compliant utility/equipment
 Can affect flood insurance rating

124
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 Compliant:  elevated equipment and ducts; anchored 
tank

Utilities and Equipment Utilities and Equipment 

125

 Permanent power 
hook-up for seasonal 
recreational vehicle.

Electric ServiceElectric Service

126

What’s wrong with these pictures?What’s wrong with these pictures?

127

What’s wrong with this picture?What’s wrong with this picture?

128
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IRC:  Water Supply & Sanitary SewageIRC:  Water Supply & Sanitary Sewage

Most States have health 
regulations for private on-site 

sewage systems.

129

IRC:  Flood Resistant MaterialsIRC:  Flood Resistant Materials

130

2015: modified to 
refer only to FEMA 

TB-2.

IRC:  Flood Resistant MaterialsIRC:  Flood Resistant Materials

Materials includes connectors and 
fasteners. 

131

IRC:  Manufactured HousingIRC:  Manufactured Housing

Most States do not regulate
MFH installation through the 

building code, unless the 
foundation is considered a 

structure – we’ll review this in 
the last unit. 

132
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IRC:  Elevation DocumentationIRC:  Elevation Documentation

Property owner or local official can 
complete the Elevation Certificate in 

unnumbered Zone A without BFEs, where 
height above grade is verified. 

133

IRC:  Zone AIRC:  Zone A

134

2015: If CAZ designated, then dwellings required to be designed in
accordance with R322.3 (Zone V). 

Delineation of CAZ (new on FY09 FIRMs)Delineation of CAZ (new on FY09 FIRMs)

 Limit of Moderate Wave 
Action (LiMWA)
 Procedure Memorandum 

No. 50 – Policy and 
Procedures for Identifying 
and Mapping Areas Subject 
to Wave Heights Greater 
than 1.5 feet as an 
Informational Layer on 
Flood Insurance Rate Maps 
(FIRMs)

135

IRC:  Zone A and ElevationIRC:  Zone A and Elevation

136

We’ll see Item 4 and Exception in a minute

2012:  No freeboard in Zone A unless CAZ; does not require open foundations in CAZ.
2015:  Freeboard in Zone A (BFE + 1 ft or DFE, whichever is higher); CAZ treated like Zone V. 
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Compliance:  ElevationCompliance:  Elevation

 Zone A:  Reference point is the “lowest floor” 
(assumes enclosure, if any, is compliant) 

137

2012 IRC

IRC:  Zone A and ElevationIRC:  Zone A and Elevation

From two slides ago

138

When is a basement a basement?When is a basement a basement?

139

When is a basement a basement?When is a basement a basement?

140
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IRC:  A Zone and EnclosuresIRC:  A Zone and Enclosures

141

IRC:  A Zone and EnclosuresIRC:  A Zone and Enclosures

142

Non-engineered 
openings

Engineered 
openings

2015 IRC:  Flood Openings2015 IRC:  Flood Openings

143

2015 IRC separates requirement that enclosures have flood openings 
from the requirements that govern how openings are installed.  The 

installation requirements apply whether non-engineered or engineered 
openings are installed.

This parallels ASCE 24-14 requirements for openings. 

TB 1:  Flood OpeningsTB 1:  Flood Openings

 Enclosures that require 
openings (and those that do 
not)
 Minimum number of openings
 Height above higher of 

interior/exterior grade
 Non-engineered openings (1 sq 

in per sq ft)
 Engineered openings (with 

individual certification or ICC-
ES evaluation report)

144
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TB 2:  Flood OpeningsTB 2:  Flood Openings

145

What’s wrong with this picture?What’s wrong with this picture?

146

What’s wrong with this picture?What’s wrong with this picture?

147

What’s wrong with this picture?What’s wrong with this picture?

148
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What’s wrong with this picture?What’s wrong with this picture?

149

?

IRC:  Foundation Design (Zone A)IRC:  Foundation Design (Zone A)

150

Recent analyses indicated these walls may not resist full range of flood
loads, especially in Coastal A Zones with moderate waves. 

Compliance:  FoundationsCompliance:  Foundations

Foundation “types” and flood zones:
 Zone A:  Monolithic slabs, perimeter walls, stem 

walls (filled), columns, pilings, piers, slabs-on-fill
 Zone V:  “Open” foundations (pilings, columns)

151

Monolithic Slab (Zone A)Monolithic Slab (Zone A)

152

Thick slab

Slab above 
adjacent 

grade
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Perimeter Wall (Zone A)Perimeter Wall (Zone A)

153

Filled Stemwall (Zone A)Filled Stemwall (Zone A)

154

No flood 
openings, no 
crawlspace 
access door

Piers (Zone A)Piers (Zone A)

155

Foundation on Fill (Zone A) Foundation on Fill (Zone A) 

156
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Columns (all Zones)Columns (all Zones)

157

Pilings (all Zones)Pilings (all Zones)

158

2015 IRC:  Tanks in Zone A2015 IRC:  Tanks in Zone A

159

2015 IRC, R322.2.4, has provisions for underground tanks (anchored to 
resist flood loads) and above-ground tanks (elevated or anchored to resist 

flood loads).  Fuel gas tanks are covered in Chapter 22.

IRC:  Zone VIRC:  Zone V

160

2015: If CAZ designated, then dwellings required to be 
designed in accordance with R322.3 (Zone V). 
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IRC:  Zone V, Location and Site PreparationIRC:  Zone V, Location and Site Preparation

161

NYS R324.3.1 Location and site preparation.
1. Buildings and structures shall be located landward of the reach of mean 

high tide.
2. For any alteration of sand dunes and mangrove stands the building 

official shall require submission of an engineering analysis which 
demonstrates that the proposed alteration will not increase the potential 
for flood damage.

IRC:  Zone V and ElevationsIRC:  Zone V and Elevations

162

NYS R324.3.2 Elevation requirements.
1. All buildings and structures erected within coastal high hazard areas shall 

be elevated so that the lowest portion of all structural members 
supporting the lowest floor, with the exception of mat or raft foundations, 
piling, pile caps, columns, grade beams and bracing, is located at or 
above the design flood elevation plus freeboard as specified in Section 
R323.1.3.3. 

2. Basement floors that are below grade on all sides are prohibited.
3. The use of fill for structural support is prohibited.
4. The placement of fill beneath buildings and structures is prohibited. 

Exception: Walls and partitions enclosing areas below the design flood 
elevation shall meet the requirements of Sections R324.3.4 and 
R324.3.5.

Compliance:  ElevationCompliance:  Elevation

 Zone V:  Reference point is the bottom of the 
lowest horizontal structural member of the lowest 
floor

163

Bottom of the 
LHSM

IRC:  Zone V and FoundationsIRC:  Zone V and Foundations

164
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2015 IRC:  Stemwalls in CAZ2015 IRC:  Stemwalls in CAZ

165

2015 IRC permits stem wall foundations in CAZ if designed to 
account for wave action, debris impact, erosion and local scour. 
Deep footings required to account for loss of soil where soils are 

susceptible to erosion and local scour. 

What’s wrong with this picture?What’s wrong with this picture?

166

What’s wrong with this picture?What’s wrong with this picture?

167

What’s wrong with this picture?What’s wrong with this picture?

168
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IRC:  Zone V and Breakaway WallsIRC:  Zone V and Breakaway Walls

169

2015 IRC:  Openings in Breakaway Walls2015 IRC:  Openings in Breakaway Walls

170

2015 IRC requires flood openings in ALL walls of enclosures, 
including walls designed to break away under flood loads. 

Solid Breakaway Walls versus LouversSolid Breakaway Walls versus Louvers

171

Solid Breakaway Walls versus LatticeSolid Breakaway Walls versus Lattice

172
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What’s wrong with these pictures?What’s wrong with these pictures?

173

TB 5 and TB 9TB 5 and TB 9

174

 Prescriptive 
and simplified 
breakaway 
wall designs
 Performance-

based designs

IRC:  Zone V (enclosures)IRC:  Zone V (enclosures)

Alert!  Insurance implications 
for enclosures larger than    

300 sf in Zone V

175

IRC:  Zone V (design documents)IRC:  Zone V (design documents)

176

Some States have sample 
Zone V Design Certificates.
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2015 IRC:  Building Envelope2015 IRC:  Building Envelope

177

2015 IRC requires an exterior door at the top of stairs that 
provide access to dwellings, if the stairs are enclosed with walls 

designed to break away. 

2015 IRC:  Tanks in Zone V2015 IRC:  Tanks in Zone V

178

2015 IRC has provisions for underground tanks (anchored to 
resist flood loads) and above-ground tanks (elevated only, 
platforms cantilevered, knee-braced, or compliant pilings). 

FEMA GuidanceFEMA Guidance

FEMA  P-762 FEMA  P-499 FEMA  P-55

179

FEMA P-550:  Foundation GuidanceFEMA P-550:  Foundation Guidance

 Applicable in both 
riverine and coastal
 Open and closed 

foundations 
 Intro to design/loads
 Factors affecting design
 Five foundation types
 Pattern book with pre-

engineered designs

180
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IRC:  Chapter 4 FoundationsIRC:  Chapter 4 Foundations

Chapter 4 applies to all foundations – specific limitations 
based on flood zone are found in R322.

Pre-engineered solutions do not completely preclude need 
to design individual buildings for specific conditions.

181

IRC:  Chapter 4 FoundationsIRC:  Chapter 4 Foundations

TB 10 provides guidance for proper 
placement of fill to elevate building and 

“remove sites from SFHA.”

182

IRC:  Surface DrainageIRC:  Surface Drainage

183

Not specific to flood hazard areas; addresses NFIP requirement for 
“adequate drainage paths around structures” in Zones AH and AO.

IRC:  Chapter 4 FoundationsIRC:  Chapter 4 Foundations

184
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IRC:  Under-Floor SpaceIRC:  Under-Floor Space

Alert!  Limitations of TB 11!

185

TB-11:  Below grade crawlspaceTB-11:  Below grade crawlspace

Alert!  Limitations of TB 11!

AND specific ordinance language

186

IRC:  Chapter 5 FloorsIRC:  Chapter 5 Floors

IRC does not specify side 
slope or horizontal distance 

from perimeter. 

Chapter 5 applies to all floors 
– specific limitations based on 
flood zone are found in R322.

187

IRC:  Mechanical, Fuel Gas, PlumbingIRC:  Mechanical, Fuel Gas, Plumbing

REMINDER From R322.1.6:
 . . . Locate at or above the elevation required in R322.2 

(Zone A) or R322.3 (Zone V) . . . 
 Not mounted on or penetrate walls designed to break away
 Or . . . “design and installed to prevent water from entering 

or accumulating within the components and to resist 
hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loads and stresses including 
the effects of buoyancy. . . “

188
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IRC:  MechanicalIRC:  Mechanical

189

 M1301.1.1 [General Mechanical System Requirements] Flood 
resistant installation.
 M1401.5 [Heating and Cooling Equipment] Flood hazard.
 M1601.4.9 [Duct Construction] Flood hazard areas.

IRC: Mechanical, Fuel GasIRC: Mechanical, Fuel Gas

 M1701.2 [Combustion air] Opening location.
 M2001.4 [Boilers and Water Heaters] Flood resistant installation.
 M2201.6 [Oil Tanks] Flood resistant installation.

190

 G2404.7 [Fuel Gas] Flood hazard.

Regulated by the IRC?Regulated by the IRC?

191

IRC:  PlumbingIRC:  Plumbing

192
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IRC:  PlumbingIRC:  Plumbing

193

IRC:  Appendix G Pools/SpasIRC:  Appendix G Pools/Spas

194

NYS: we’ll touch on IRC 
Appendix J when we cover IEBC

Now, let’s look at the IBC

2015 IRC, Appendix G refers to ISPSC.

UNIT 5: 
International Building Code 

and ASCE 24
(Technical Provisions)

195

 Applies to all buildings and structures 
except dwellings within the scope of the 
IRC

196

International Building CodeInternational Building Code

Commonly called the “commercial” code, the IBC is
not only for “nonresidential” buildings. 
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IBC:  Interior FinishesIBC:  Interior Finishes

Applies in enclosures below elevated 
buildings.

197

IBC:  AccessibilityIBC:  Accessibility

198

IBC:  Under-Floor VentilationIBC:  Under-Floor Ventilation

199

IBC:  Exterior WallsIBC:  Exterior Walls

200
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IBC:  Exterior WallsIBC:  Exterior Walls

201

IBC:  Structural DesignIBC:  Structural Design

202

IBC:  Flood Design Data (elevations)IBC:  Flood Design Data (elevations)

Sec. 1603 Construction Documents

Flood design data include factors that affect loads, e.g., depth and 
velocity.  In Chapter 1 we saw the challenge is finding or estimating 

velocity (loads are a function of the square of velocity).

203

IBC:  Load CombinationsIBC:  Load Combinations

Sec. 1605 Load Combinations

204
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ASCE 7ASCE 7

 ASCE 7, Minimum Design Loads for 
Buildings and Other Structures
 Cited by IBC
 Flood loads include:

• Hydrostatic loads 
• Hydrodynamic loads
• Wave loads
• Impact loads (from debris and ice) 

205

IBC:  Flood LoadsIBC:  Flood Loads

“More than one flood hazard area” means straddling A/V 
Zone, A/X Zone, Floodway/Fringe, or multiple BFEs.

206

IBC:  Flood Hazard AreasIBC:  Flood Hazard Areas

207

NYS specific amendment:
1612.3 Establishment of flood hazard areas. To establish flood hazard 
areas, the governing body shall adopt a flood hazard map and supporting 
data. The flood hazard map shall include, at a minimum, areas of special 
flood hazard as identified by the Federal Emergency Management Agency in 
the applicable flood insurance study for the region, as amended or revised 
with the accompanying Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) and Flood 
Boundary and Floodway Map (FBFM) and related supporting data along with 
any revisions thereto. The adopted flood hazard map and supporting data 
are hereby adopted by reference and declared to be part of this section. 

NYS:  Communities adopt flood studies and maps by separate
ordinance and “auto-adopt” is not permitted, despite the phrase “along 

with any revisions thereto” in this section.

IBC:  DFEIBC:  DFE

208

NYS: not 
in current 

code
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IBC:  BFE w/o floodwayIBC:  BFE w/o floodway

209

NYS: not 
in current 

code

IBC:  Design and ConstructionIBC:  Design and Construction

210

Let’s detour into ASCE 24.

Flood 
Resistant 

Buildings and 
Development

NFIP Regulations (44 CFR Parts 59 & 60)

ASCE 7

ASCE 24
Building CodeLocal Floodplain 

Management 
Regulations* 

or 

IBC Appendix 
G*

211

* NFIP-consistent administrative provisions, community-specific adoption 
of FIS and maps, and technical requirements for development outside the 
scope of the building code (and higher standards, in some communities).   

NYS DOES NOT USE APPENDIX G

Introduction to ASCE 24Introduction to ASCE 24

212

ASCE 24, Flood Resistant Design and Construction

2015 I-Codes reference 
ASCE 24-14. 
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ASCE 24ASCE 24

 Specific limitations, minimum requirements, and 
expected performance for the design and construction 
of buildings and structures in flood hazard areas
 NOT restatement of all of the NFIP regs – limited to 

requirements for design of buildings and structures
 Exceeds NFIP in some respects and has more detailed 

design requirements 

 Thorough comparison of NFIP, ASCE 24, and I-Codes 
in Reducing Flood Losses Through the International 
Codes

213

“Highlights of ASCE 24”“Highlights of ASCE 24”

 Prepared by FEMA
 Available online (2005 and 2014 

editions)
 Summarizes key requirements

214

ASCE 24-05ASCE 24-05

 Occupancy Category assigned in the building code 
Section 1604.5
 ASCE 24 requirements are functions of Occupancy 

Category and Flood Zone
 Defines “residential” and “nonresidential” (necessary for 

dry floodproofing)

215

ASCE 24-14 uses Flood Design Class; commentary defines 
“mixed use.” 

ASCE 24-05:  Occupancy CategoriesASCE 24-05:  Occupancy Categories

 Category I (agriculture facilities, temporary facilities, 
minor storage facilities
 Category II (all structures except Categories I, III and IV)
 Category III (“substantial hazard”):

216
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ASCE 24-05:  Occupancy CategoriesASCE 24-05:  Occupancy Categories

 Category IV (“designated as essential facilities”):

217

ASCE 24-05:  ElevationsASCE 24-05:  Elevations

218

Increasing importance, increasing protection

2014: Eliminates orientation 
(Zone V) and BFE + 2 ft or 
500-year for Flood Design 

Class 4

ASCE 24-05:  ElevationsASCE 24-05:  Elevations

 NOTE! NFIP minimum construction requirement is dry 
floodproof to BFE – but NFIP insurance recognizes dry 
floodproofing ONLY if it is at least BFE + 1 ft 

219

ASCE 24-05:  More Specific Req’mtsASCE 24-05:  More Specific Req’mts

 Dry floodproofing limitations
• Permitted only for nonresidential and nonresidential portions 

of mixed-use buildings
• Only where velocities are less than or equal to 10 ft/s
• Have at least one door above the elevation of floodproofing

 If human intervention proposed
• Warning time of 12 hours unless community has system and 

emergency plan to ensure safe evacuation
• Facility has emergency plan, with specific components, 

posted in conspicuous locations in the structure

220
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ASCE 24-05:  Coastal A Zone like Zone VASCE 24-05:  Coastal A Zone like Zone V

 ASCE 7 requires RDP to identify flood conditions to 
calculate flood loads, including whether coastal location 
subject to waves between 1.5 – 3 ft
 ASCE 24 requires:

• Open foundations
• Breakaway walls
• Requires openings (based on insurance rating)

221

ASCE 24-14 recognizes CAZ only if LiMWA is delineated or 
a locally-defined CAZ is adopted by the community. 

ASCE 24-05:  More Specific Req’mtsASCE 24-05:  More Specific Req’mts

 Geotechnical considerations
 Pile foundations and pile design (Zone V & CAZ)
 Mats, rafts, grade beams, bracing, shear walls 

(Zone V & CAZ)
 Stability of fill
 Engineered openings
 Flood damage-resistant materials
 Stairs and ramps
 Decks, porches and patios
 Tanks

222

Zone A:  Monolithic / StemwallZone A:  Monolithic / Stemwall

223

Zone A:  Slab on FillZone A:  Slab on Fill

224
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Zone A:  Perimeter WallsZone A:  Perimeter Walls

225

Zone A & Zone V & CAZ:  Columns / PilingsZone A & Zone V & CAZ:  Columns / Pilings

226

227

 In Zone V and CAZ, should 
be permitted for fully 
engineered buildings only if 
lateral loads cannot be 
resisted by piling or column 
foundation.  
 Walls should be oriented 

perpendicular to the 
shoreline.  
 See ASCE 24 and TB 5.

Zone A & Zone V:  Shear WallsZone A & Zone V:  Shear Walls

Now back to the IBC.

IBC:  Documentation / CertificationIBC:  Documentation / Certification

Zone A

Elevation.

Eng’d Openings

Floodproofing

228
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IBC:  Documentation / CertificationIBC:  Documentation / Certification

Elevation.

Fdn & Building

Breakaway 
Wall

Zone V

229

IBC, Chapter 18: Grading and FillIBC, Chapter 18: Grading and Fill

230

IBC, Chapter 18: Underfloor SpacesIBC, Chapter 18: Underfloor Spaces

Sec. 1805 Dampproofing and Waterproofing

231

Alert!  Remember the limitations of TB 11!

IBC, Chapter 30:  ElevatorsIBC, Chapter 30:  Elevators

232
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IBC, Chapter 31:  Special ConstructionIBC, Chapter 31:  Special Construction

233

Now, let’s look at existing buildings (IEBC).

UNIT 6: 
International Existing 

Building Code
(Technical Provisions)

234

IEBC:  ScopeIEBC:  Scope

 Scope:  “. . . apply to the repair, alteration, 
change of occupancy, addition, and 
relocation of existing buildings.”

235

NYS:  Existing dwellings subject to Residential Code 
Appendix J.  NYS modified Appendix J to include flood 

provisions similar to those in IEBC.

General PremisesGeneral Premises

236

 Work on an existing building that was built in 
compliance with flood requirements should not be 
allowed to violate the requirements for compliance.
 Work on an existing building should not be allowed to 

make a nonconforming building more 
nonconforming.
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NFIP and Existing BuildingsNFIP and Existing Buildings

 NFIP defines “new construction” (started on or after 
the date of the community’s first floodplain 
management regulations – usually coincides with or 
slightly earlier than date of first FIRM).
 New Construction includes “Substantial 

Improvement” (which, in turn, includes Substantial 
Damage).

237

NFIP and Existing BuildingsNFIP and Existing Buildings

 Although not defined by the program, the NFIP 
considers any building that is not “new construction” 
and isn’t Substantially Improved or repaired after 
Substantial Damage to be an existing building.

 “Pre-FIRM” and “Post-FIRM” are common, but 
misleading, terms.  They are insurance terms.
 Periodic revisions to FIRMs can change flood zones 

and BFEs. Reliance on those terms can lead to 
incorrect interpretations.

238

IEBC:  DefinitionsIEBC:  Definitions

239

IEBC:  DefinitionsIEBC:  Definitions

240
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SD: “damage of any origin”SD: “damage of any origin”

High Wind

Seismic Soil 
Settlement

Fire

ReconstructionReconstruction

 Reconstructing on the same footprint is new construction
 Voluntary demolition is NOT “damage” – no need to do 

SI/SD determination, even if foundation can be re-used

242

SI/SD DeterminationsSI/SD Determinations

 The IBC (and IEBC and IRC) apply to substantial 
improvements and to repair of substantial damage.  
 To make this determination, applications must have:
 Cost of the improvement or cost to repair
 Market value of building

Cost of Improvement or Cost to Repair to 
Pre-Damage Condition ≥ 50%

Market Value of Building

243

SI/SD DeterminationsSI/SD Determinations

 If work is SI/SD, the building must be brought into full 
compliance based on flood zone, type of building, etc.
 Compliance means meet ALL FLOOD requirements:
 Type of foundation
 Elevation
 Enclosures
 Flood damage-resistant materials
 Service equipment

244

Let’s detour to SI/SD Desk Reference.
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SI/SD Desk ReferenceSI/SD Desk Reference

Provides details for 
administering SI/SD
 Focuses on 

community 
responsibilities
Relates NFIP 

requirement to I-
Codes

Chapter 1: Introduction 
Chapter 2: The NFIP: Roles and 
Responsibilities
Chapter 3: NFIP SI/SD: Requirements 
and Definitions
Chapter 4: Making SI/SD 
Determinations 

Chapter 5: Administering SI/SD 
Requirements

Chapter 6: Factors to Consider and 
Illustrations of SI and Repair of SD

Chapter 7: SD in the Disaster 
Recovery Environment

Chapter 8: Mitigation Projects

245

Making SI/SD DeterminationsMaking SI/SD Determinations

246

Determining CostsDetermining Costs

247

Determining CostsDetermining Costs

Costs that must be included
• Materials and labor
• Site work related to improvement/repair
• Demolition and construction debris disposal

248
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Determining CostsDetermining Costs

Acceptable Sources of Cost Information
• Itemized costs or estimates of materials and labor 

prepared by licensed contractors or professional 
estimators

• Building valuation tables, recognizing local variations and 
limitations on types and qualities

• “Qualified estimates,” prepared by local official based on 
judgment (most often used post-disaster)

• Owner estimates, with supporting documentation and 
value of labor

249

Determining Costs (SD)Determining Costs (SD)

 Substantial Damage
• Cost to repair all damage sustained to restore to pre-

damage condition
• Even if owner is not proposing to repair all at once

250

Determining Market ValuesDetermining Market Values

251

Professional Property Appraisals
• If explicitly required by regulations
• Unusual buildings
• If applicant disagrees with estimate based on other 

methods
 Local official checks

• Reasonable for specific building (# rooms, size)
• Excludes land, site improvements, accessory 

structures, occupancy

Determining Market ValuesDetermining Market Values

252
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Determining Market ValuesDetermining Market Values

Adjusted assessed value
• Limitations:  assessment cycle, land values, 

assessment level
• Appraisal authority should provide documentation of 

adjustment factor (retain in permanent records)
• “Unadjusted assessed values” can be used post-

flood, to focus effort on buildings most likely 
Substantially Damaged

253

Administering SI/SD RequirementsAdministering SI/SD Requirements

Chapter 5 covers a lot of topics:
5.6.1  Combinations of Types of Work 
5.6.2  Phased Improvements 
5.6.3  Incremental Repair of Damaged Buildings
5.6.4  Damaged Buildings
5.6.5  Special Circumstances (Damaged Buildings) 
5.6.6  Appeals of Decisions 
5.6.7  Variances to the Requirements
5.6.8  Floodways 

254

Administering SI/SD RequirementsAdministering SI/SD Requirements

255

Chapter 5 covers a lot of topics (continued):
5.6.9   Zone V
5.6.10  Coastal Barrier Resources Areas
5.6.11  Revisions of the FIRM
5.6.12  Inspections
5.6.13  Enforcement and Violations
5.6.14  Recordkeeping
5.6.15  Issuing SI/SD Determination Letters
5.6.16  Rescinding SI/SD Determinations

Compliance (and damage reduction)Compliance (and damage reduction)

 FEMA P-259 (2012)
 Provides engineering design 

and economic guidance on 
technically feasible and cost-
effective retrofitting measures
 Some measures bring 

buildings into compliance

256
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Compliance (and damage reduction)Compliance (and damage reduction)

 FEMA P-312 (2014)
 Explains retrofitting options 

that may be used to achieve 
compliance (SI/SD)
 Options can also be used to 

reduce damage (if compliance 
is not required)
 Concepts also applicable to 

nonresidential buildings

257

Compliance (and damage reduction)Compliance (and damage reduction)

 FEMA P-936 (2013)
 Emphasizes evaluating 

existing buildings and retrofit 
options

• If required for compliance
• If owner elects to reduce 

exposure to damage

258

Back to the code.

IEBC:  Compliance MethodIEBC:  Compliance Method

Work must comply with this code – or laws in existence at the time the 
building was built (unless more than limited structural alteration).

259

IEBC:  Three Options for DesignersIEBC:  Three Options for Designers

 301.1.1: Prescriptive Compliance Method (Chapter 4)
 301.1.2: Work Area Compliance Method (Chapters 5 

through 13)
 301.1.3: Performance Compliance Method (Chapter 14)

All three options have SI/SD requirements.

260
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IEBC:  AdditionsIEBC:  Additions

261

IEBC:  AlterationsIEBC:  Alterations

Chapter 4 Prescriptive Compliance Method

262

IEBC:  RepairsIEBC:  Repairs

Chapter 4 Prescriptive Compliance Method

263

IEBC:  Historic BuildingsIEBC:  Historic Buildings

Also see Chapter 11, Historic Buildings.

Chapter 4 Prescriptive Compliance Method

264
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IEBC:  RepairsIEBC:  Repairs

265

IEBC:  AlterationsIEBC:  Alterations

Definition: “Alteration.  Any construction or renovation to an 
existing structure other than a repair or addition.  Alterations 

are classified as Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3.”

266

Substantial Improvement (alts/rehab)Substantial Improvement (alts/rehab)

 Must do SI determination for work proposed to  
improve, renovate, and/or reoccupy vacant buildings 
(rebuilding is treated as new construction).

267

Substantial Improvement (rehab)Substantial Improvement (rehab)

268
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SI/SD ComplianceSI/SD Compliance

 Some nonresidential buildings may be candidates for 
retrofit floodproofing to achieve compliance (see 
limitations in ASCE 24)

269

IEBC:  Change of OccupancyIEBC:  Change of Occupancy

Work required due to a “change of occupancy” is 
typically classified as alterations.

270

IEBC:  Additions (general)IEBC:  Additions (general)

Definition: “Addition. An extension or increase in floor area, 
number of stories, or height of a building or structure.”

271

IEBC:  Additions (flood)IEBC:  Additions (flood)

Well see item (3) and (4) later.

272
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NFIP and “common wall”NFIP and “common wall”

273

NFIP guidance refers to additions that share a common wall with no 
more than a doorway modifying the common wall. 

Horizontal Additions (Zone A)Horizontal Additions (Zone A)

Not Structurally Connected

Figure 6-3. Lateral addition to a pre-FIRM building in an Zone A – the proposed work is only
the addition (no work was performed on the original building and no structural modification
was made to the common wall or roof). The addition constitutes a substantial improvement
and it complies with all NFIP requirements.

274

Horizontal Additions (Zone A)Horizontal Additions (Zone A)

Structurally Connected

Figure 6-4. Lateral addition to a pre-FIRM building in an Zone A – the proposed work includes
an addition and work on the original building, including structural modification of the
common wall or roof. The proposed work was determined to be a substantial improvement.
The addition complies with all requirements and the building is brought into compliance by
elevating it on a compliant foundation.
.

275

 With and without improvements to the original 
building – must consider ALL proposed work.

276

Horizontal Additions (Zone A)Horizontal Additions (Zone A)
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 Without improvements to the original building

277

Horizontal Additions (Zone A)Horizontal Additions (Zone A) Horizontal Additions (Zone V)Horizontal Additions (Zone V)

Figure 6-5. Lateral addition to a residential building in a Zone V – the proposed work includes
work on the original building. The lateral addition and improvements constitute substantial
improvement. Both the addition and the original building are brought into compliance by
elevating to or above the BFE on an open foundation.
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IEBC:  Vertical Additions IEBC:  Vertical Additions 

279

IEBC:  Additions (foundations)IEBC:  Additions (foundations)
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IEBC:  DefinitionsIEBC:  Definitions

The IEBC, Chapter 2 definition of “historic building” is not entirely 
consistent with the NFIP definition (see EB 1101.4).

281

IEBC:  Historic BuildingsIEBC:  Historic Buildings

Historic structures have to comply with flood requirements 
UNLESS they qualify under the definition in the exception.

282

Requirements:  Historic StructuresRequirements:  Historic Structures

 The NFIP allows only 
historic buildings that meet 
the NFIP definition to be 
exempt from the 
requirement to comply 
 Should have 

documentation of 
designation and
documentation that work 
will not preclude continued 
designation

283

Historic Building:  AdditionsHistoric Building:  Additions

 Historic building – compliant 
additions
 Additions are new construction 

and do not have historic 
significance, even if they do 
not change the historic 
designation of the base 
building

284
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FEMA P-467-1:  Historic StructuresFEMA P-467-1:  Historic Structures

 Historic resources can be made 
less vulnerable to flood damage

285

IEBC:  Relocated or MovedIEBC:  Relocated or Moved

286

Badly damaged from Hurricane 
Camille in 1969, the City of 

Biloxi, MS, moved the historic 
Magnolia Hotel 100 yards in 
1972.  As a result, the hotel 
experienced only minimal 
flooding during Hurricane 

Katrina.

287

IEBC:  Relocated or MovedIEBC:  Relocated or Moved

288

IEBC:  Relocated or MovedIEBC:  Relocated or Moved
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IEBC:  Relocated or MovedIEBC:  Relocated or Moved

289

Photos courtesy of Wolfe House Movers

IEBC:  Compliance AlternativesIEBC:  Compliance Alternatives

290

Compliance Matrix (Zone A)Compliance Matrix (Zone A)

SI/SD Desk Reference, 
Table 6.1a (partial)

291

Compliance Matrix (Zone V)Compliance Matrix (Zone V)

SI/SD Desk Reference, 
Table 6.1b (partial)

292
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NFIP Insurance Premium Example
($150,000 structure, AE Zone, rates as of October 2009)
NFIP Insurance Premium Example
($150,000 structure, AE Zone, rates as of October 2009)

$1,079 before 
SI/SD

$12,694 
without
compliance

293

$998 @ BFE

$347 @ BFE+2’

NFIP Insurance Premium Example
($150,000 structure, AE Zone, rates as of October 2009)
NFIP Insurance Premium Example
($150,000 structure, AE Zone, rates as of October 2009)
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Another way to compare relative insurance 
premiums (2013 rates)
Another way to compare relative insurance 
premiums (2013 rates)

295

Now, let’s wrap it up.

UNIT 7: 
Rest of the I-Code Family

(Technical Provisions)

296
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The Rest of the I-Code FamilyThe Rest of the I-Code Family

297

All have flood 
provisions

IAPMO codes also have flood requirements.

I-Code Requirements for UtilitiesI-Code Requirements for Utilities

 IPC, IMC, IFGC include requirements for utilities
 Refers to elevations in IBC and has exception for 

location below those elevations
 ASCE 24 Chapter 7 Utilities

• Requires elevation per Table 7-1
• Permitted below the required elevation if specifically 

“designed, constructed and installed to prevent 
floodwaters, including backflow through the system, 
from entering or accumulating within the 
components”

• Elevated on platforms (foundation or cantilevered)

298

Requirements for UtilitiesRequirements for Utilities

 ASCE 24 Chapter 7 Utilities (cont.)
• Minimum necessary electric elements to meet life 

safety permitted below required the elevation, 
“suitable for submergence … for wet locations”

• Should be no plumbing fixtures below (to be 
consistent with limitations on use of enclosures)

299

Uniform Plumbing Code and Uniform Mechanical Code, developed 
by the International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical 

Officers, both include flood provisions.

Int’l Mechanical Code:  GeneralInt’l Mechanical Code:  General

Sec. M301 General

300
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IMC:  Ventilation, Exhaust SystemsIMC:  Ventilation, Exhaust Systems

Sec. M401 Ventilation

Sec. M501 Exhaust Systems

301

IMC:  Plenum Spaces, Duct SystemsIMC:  Plenum Spaces, Duct Systems

302

IMC:  Hydronic Piping; Fuel OilIMC:  Hydronic Piping; Fuel Oil

303

Int’l Plumbing Code:  GeneralInt’l Plumbing Code:  General

304
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IPC:  GeneralIPC:  General

305

IPC:  GeneralIPC:  General

306

Int’l Fuel Gas Code:  General Int’l Fuel Gas Code:  General 

307

UNIT 8: 
Related Topics
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Related TopicsRelated Topics

 Manufactured Homes & Installation
 NFIP Community Rating System & Building Codes
 FEMA’s Ongoing Involvement in Codes
 FEMA’s Mitigation Assessment Team Initiative
 FEMA Publications, Building Code Resources, and 

Building Science Helpline

309

IRC:  Manufactured HousingIRC:  Manufactured Housing

Most States do 
not regulate MFH 

installation 
through the 

building code, 
unless on 
permanent 
foundation. 

310

MFH:  FEMA P-85 (2nd Edition)MFH:  FEMA P-85 (2nd Edition)

 Collaborated with HUD, MHI, 
SBRA, MHOAs  

 Up-to-date  regulations (wind 
standards and the “3 foot rule”) 

 Loads per ASCE 7 (including 
seismic)

 Test data on ground anchors in 
saturated soils and dry-stacked 
piers

 More prescriptive foundation 
designs 

311

HUD:  MFH Installation ProgramHUD:  MFH Installation Program

 HUD Installation Program and Rules for States (24 
CFR Part 3286).  State programs must include:

• Adoption of an installation standard (which must 
meet or exceed the protection provided by 
HUD’s model standard in 24 CFR Part 3285)

• Training and licensing of installers
• An appropriate level of inspection of installation 

of the homes

312
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HUD:  MFH Installation StandardHUD:  MFH Installation Standard

 HUD Installation 
Standard (24 CFR 
Part 3285)

313

HUD:  MFH Installation StandardHUD:  MFH Installation Standard

314

 A voluntary incentive program that recognizes and 
encourages community floodplain management 
activities that exceed the minimum NFIP requirements 
 More than 1,200 NFIP communities participate
 Nearly 90% of CRS communities get some credit for 

building codes
 CRS gives credit for adoption of one or more of the 

“current” model codes
 BCEGS Class of 5 or better in both residential and 

commercial needed to qualify for CRS Class 6 or better 
(2013 CRS Manual)

NFIP Community Rating SystemNFIP Community Rating System

315

432h. Building code (BC) (Maximum credit: 100 points)
BC = the sum of BC1 and BC2
BC1:  

•20 points each for IBC and IRC (or equivalents)
•3 points each for IPC and IMC (or equivalents) and 2 points 
for IFGC and IPSDC  (or equivalents)

BC2:
•10 points for BCEGS classification of 5/5
•20 points for BCEGS classification of 4/4
•30 points for BCEGS classification of 3/3
•40 points for BCEGS classification of 2/2
•50 points for BCEGS classification of 1/1

Community Rating System & I-CodesCommunity Rating System & I-Codes

316
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FEMA’s Ongoing Involvement in 
Codes and Standards
FEMA’s Ongoing Involvement in 
Codes and Standards

FEMA’s role will be continuous, including:
 Proposing changes to maintain consistency with the 

NFIP and to incorporate best practices

317

 Defending against 
changes proposed by 
others that weaken the 
provisions to be 
inconsistent with the NFIP
 Contributing to requests 

for interpretations

Flood-Resistant Code AdoptionFlood-Resistant Code Adoption

Source: ISO BCEGS Data, used with permission

318

Mitigation Assessment TeamMitigation Assessment Team

 Conduct forensic engineering analyses to investigate 
building performance determine causes of failure and 
success after severe hazard events
 Evaluate performance of FEMA-funded mitigation 

projects
 Since 1992, post-storm investigations and 17 MAT 

reports (hurricanes, tornadoes, floods and manmade)

319

MAT ProgramMAT Program

 Provide recommendations that communities, states and 
organizations/agencies can follow to reduce future 
damage and protect lives and property
 Strive to increase damage resistance through 

improvements in construction codes and standards, 
designs, methods, and materials used for new 
construction and post-disaster repair and recovery
 Use observations in hazard mitigation and best 

practices guidance documents

320
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MAT ProductsMAT Products

 Recovery Advisories and Fact Sheets – issued quickly 
to address special issues observed in the field, 
intended to facilitate recovery
 MAT Reports – full report on investigations, 

observations, conclusions and recommendations

321

Recovery Advisories - SandyRecovery Advisories - Sandy

 Seven advisories, flood
• RA 1 - Improving Connections in 

Elevated Coastal Residential 
Buildings

• RA 2 - Reducing Flood Effects in 
Critical Facilities

• RA 3 - Restoring Mechanical, 
Electrical, and Plumbing Systems 
In Non-Substantially Damaged 
Residential Buildings

322

Recovery Advisories - SandyRecovery Advisories - Sandy

• RA 4 - Reducing Interruptions to 
Mid- and High-Rise Buildings 
During Floods

• RA 5 - Designing for Flood Levels 
Above the BFE After Hurricane 
Sandy

• RA 6 - Protecting Building Fuel 
Systems from Flood Damage

• RA 7 - Reducing Flood Risk and 
Flood Insurance Premiums for 
Existing Residential Buildings in 
Zone A

323

http://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/30966

Recovery Advisories – Ike (Texas, 2008)Recovery Advisories – Ike (Texas, 2008)

 Eight advisories, wind and flood
1. Attachment of Brick Veneer in High-Wind Regions
2. Design and Construction in Coastal A Zones
3. Designing for Flood Levels above the BFE
4. Enclosures and Breakaway Walls
5. Erosion, Scour, and Foundation Design
6. Minimizing Water Intrusion Through Roof Vents in High-

Wind Regions
7. Metal Roof Systems in High-Wind Regions
8. Siding Installation in High-Wind Regions

http://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/15100
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Recovery Advisories – Isaac (Louisiana, 2012)Recovery Advisories – Isaac (Louisiana, 2012)

 Two advisories, wind and flood
1. Minimizing Wind and Water Intrusion by Covering the 

Underside of Elevated Buildings
2. Minimizing Flood Damage to Electrical Service 

Components

https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/31386
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MAT ReportsMAT Reports
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http://www.fema.gov/fema-mitigation-
assessment-team-reports

Implementation of MAT RecommendationsImplementation of MAT Recommendations

 MAT reports contain conclusions and 
recommendations
 Many recommendations relate to increasing resistance 

through building code changes
 Many recommendations encourage States and 

communities to exceed the minimum requirements of 
the NFIP and the flood provisions in the I-Codes

327

FEMA has tracked implementation of more than 100 
recommendations identified in MAT reports.

Implementation of MAT RecommendationsImplementation of MAT Recommendations

 Additional elevation (freeboard) recommended in MAT 
reports since Iniki (1992)

• In ASCE 24 since first edition in 1998
• IBC requires freeboard for all multifamily and commercial 

buildings in all flood zones
• IBC freeboard increases as function of structure/risk category
• New edition of ASCE 24 and 2015 I-Codes have increased 

freeboard

328
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Implementation of MAT RecommendationsImplementation of MAT Recommendations

 Incorporation of the Coastal A Zone concept
• Investigations identified wave-related damage in Zone A 

areas adjacent to Zone V
• In ASCE 24 since first edition in 1998
• IBC, by reference to ASCE 24, requires buildings in CAZ to 

meet same requirements as Zone V
• Recognized in 2006 IRC 
• Revised FEMA FIRMs now show Limit of Moderate Wave 

Action (inland extent of CAZ)
• 2015 IRC requires dwellings in Coastal A Zones to meet 

same requirements as Zone V
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Implementation of MAT RecommendationsImplementation of MAT Recommendations

 MAT reports issued after major hurricanes supported 
State adoption of codes:

• Louisiana enacted statewide building code
• Mississippi coastal counties enforce IBC/IRC 
• Florida Building Commission work group on flood provisions

Implementation of MAT RecommendationsImplementation of MAT Recommendations

 Contributed to ASCE 7 Wind Standard
 Wind-borne debris requirements (contributed to Florida 

legislature removing the “Panhandle exemption” in 2007)

 Glazing Protection

 Improve Asphalt Shingle, Tile Roofing, and Edge Flashing

 Safe room guidance: FEMA P-361 and FEMA P-320
 Funding for shelters through Hazard Mitigation 

Grant Program
 ICC 500 Storm Shelter Standard 
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Implementation of MAT RecommendationsImplementation of MAT Recommendations

 The 2011 MAT for tornadoes 
supported a code change for 
2015 IBC, which requires storm 
shelters in new schools and first 
responder facilities (police, fire, 
EMS) in 250 mph wind zone
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Implementation of MAT RecommendationsImplementation of MAT Recommendations

 Critical Facilities guidance documents:  FEMA P-424 
(schools), FEMA 543 (critical facilities), FEMA P-577 
(hospitals)
 High Wind Training and Certification Programs for 

Materials: Tile Roof Institute, Vinyl Siding Institute

 Pre-engineered foundations for typical dwellings 
exposed to flood and wind: FEMA P-550
 Revision and expansion of guidance for 

manufactured homes, including wind and flood:  
FEMA P-85

333

FEMA PublicationsFEMA Publications
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www.fema.gov/library/
 800-480-2520

NFIP Technical BulletinsNFIP Technical Bulletins

 Revised TB-1, TB-2, TB-4, TB-5 and TB-9
 Each cites the I-Codes
 Notes insurance implications
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FEMA Building Code Resources FEMA Building Code Resources 

http://www.fema.gov/building-code-resources/
 Flood Resistant Provisions of the 2015, 2012 and 2009 I-Codes
 Highlights of ASCE 24-05 and ASCE 24-14, Flood Resistant 

Design and Construction
 Provisions of the I-Codes and ASCE 24 Compared to the NFIP
 Checklists demonstrating NFIP consistency
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FEMA Building Science HelplineFEMA Building Science Helpline

 Approximately 200 inquiries per year
 Common flood questions

• Flood openings
• Basements / below-grade areas
• Substantial Improvement and Substantial Damage
• Flood damage-resistant materials

 NFIP State Coordinating Agencies also provide guidance

FEMA-BuildingScienceHelp@fema.dhs.gov
Helpline: (866) 927-2104 

Mitigation Division, Building Science Branch
www.fema.gov/building-science/

FEMA-BuildingScienceHelp@fema.dhs.gov
(866) 927-2104 
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